A Web Based Energy Cloud Platform for Campus Smart Grid for Understanding Energy Consumption Profile and Predicting Future Energy Demand
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Abstract—This paper proposes a web based energy cloud platform framework for analyzing energy consumption behavior of campus environment, forecasting future energy demand and controlling some power hungry appliances when electricity demand overpasses generation. In addition to that, one of the key objectives of our work is to incorporate a rule based data filtering logic with this web based energy cloud platform; so that, data associated with energy consumption behavior analysis could be reduced. This work is mainly based on our previously developed ThingsGate platform, which facilitates IoT (Internet of Thing) management on wireless Access Point (AP) and its execution. This paper also provides some insightful discussion on some technical aspects of access networks which should be taken into consideration for ensuring Quality of Service (QoS) of smart grid traffic (e.g. control messages). Our discussion would be useful for successfully deployment of smart grid in a campus environment.

Index Terms: Smart grid, Web based energy cloud, IoT, Remote appliance control, Big data.

I. INTRODUCTION

ICT technology and energy storage systems will be utilized to foster current electric power delivery and energy management system for future smart grid market [1]. Furthermore, in smart grid network Machine-to-Machine/Internet-of-Thing (M2M/IoT) devices could be utilized to build the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) [2].

The web based cloud platform can play a key role for gathering data from consumer appliances and electronic systems. The energy metering information can be collected at a periodic manner by a number of Internet of Thing (IoT) devices, which could be connected with energy cloud platform, and send data through web agreeable data format (e.g. Resource Description Framework (RDF), Extensible Markup Language (XML)). The total energy consumption utilizations can be realized using this platform. Finally, such understanding will lead to select appropriate energy storage at a campus area. Furthermore, this would leverage real-time demand-response system (including improving the accuracy of electricity demand forecast).

One of the main challenges in big data analysis is to manage data obtained from different sensors and meters installed at edge (e.g. home, offices) [3]. Therefore, it is needed to collect data from sensors intelligently taking into account: data integrity, storage savings and processing load reduction of different time series data. Furthermore, to analyze energy consumption profile at the edge (residential area, office area, campus area), data should be collected selectively. That is, analyzing focus should not cover all the areas inside a campus or office building area. Rather, it would be wise to focus on those places where energy consumption fluctuates due to different internal and external stimuli (events).

Shifting demand when power consumption overpass generation is one of the challenging issue in smart grid. To actualize this, there are many research and development efforts have been made so far (e.g. [16], [17]). Here, the main focus is...
Section V presents future work and concludes this paper. Some technical challenges are discussed in Section IV. Finally, the proposed web-based energy cloud platform framework follows: Section II presents related work. Section III describes development phase of this platform. This paper is arranged as grid communication network traffic. Currently, we are in the need to be provided desired QoS support [26].

At this point, it needs to mention here that our proposed platform framework presented in this paper is mainly based on our previously developed ThingsGate platform, which facilitates IoT management on wireless Access Point (AP) and its execution [18]. In this paper, we present how our proposed web-based energy cloud platform works for campus smart grid electronic devices. The main characteristics of a smart grid is that it facilitates two-way flow of electric power and information [6]. In a smart grid, there are many electronic devices (e.g. intelligent electronic devices, sensors) need to communicate among themselves and outside of their domain (e.g. utility company). For ensuring reliability of smart grid, traffic originated from electronic devices of a smart grid installed in different locations need to be provided desired QoS support [26].

Another important research focus in smart grid is ensuring Quality of Service (QoS) among different smart grid electronic devices. The main characteristics of a smart grid is that it facilitates two-way flow of electric power and information [6]. In a smart grid, there are many electronic devices (e.g. intelligent electronic devices, sensors) need to communicate among themselves and outside of their domain (e.g. utility company). For ensuring reliability of smart grid, traffic originated from electronic devices of a smart grid installed in different locations need to be provided desired QoS support [26].

Energy Conservation and Homecare Network (ECHONET) standard was initialed first in Japan [16]. This standard specifies an open system architecture that facilitates the integration of numerous home appliances and sensors [16]. Different appliances and sensors used in a home or office may not be from the same vendor. ECHONET standard takes into account this issue. This standard supports remote control and monitor of consumer appliances. To achieve ECHONET certification, a vendor needs to create same interfaces mentioned in the ECHONET standard [16].

Pacific Northwest national Laboratory [7] initiated Grid Friendly Appliance (GFA) Project. The aim of this project is to modify some of the power hungry appliances of home; so that, they can be controlled remotely when there is no adequate electricity generation to satisfy demand. They modified 150 clothes dryers to make them capable of responding to signals received from under-frequency, load-shedding appliance controllers.

Earlier, there was uses of programmable thermostats widely [20] to control temperature and humidity. Currently, the extended version of programmable thermostats named as Programmable Communication Thermostats (PCT) is available with remote communication capability. This PCT comes with communication and networking capability along with LCD user interfaces [20], [21]. Through a PCT’s different wireless and wired interfaces, it is possible to control thermal comfort related and other appliances [20], [21] in a home/office. In addition to that, PCT allows to download audit data through USB or similar I/O port.

B. Possibility for Cutting Energy Consumption at Edge:

Sometimes home/office appliances (e.g. computer monitor, fan, heater) are turned on unnecessarily. This causes wastage of energy and could cause accident (e.g. fire) in a home/office. It is theoretically calculated in [8] that idle computers are responsible for emitting 1.8 Mega Tonnes of CO₂ in the atmosphere every year in India. Some of the appliances can move into standby mode to minimize energy consumption. However, research findings in [10] show standby mode power consumption is not negligible (Fig. 1 states standby mode power consumption of some appliances). To cut off further energy consumption at a home/office, appliances should be turned off instead of keeping them in standby mode. If there is no one in home/office at a given time, there is no opportunity to turn off any of the appliances of that home/office in case they are left on/standby. Therefore, it is significantly important to have control over appliances remotely.

There are several protocols have been proposed so far to control appliances remotely. Indeed, there are significant research efforts already made for smart home/building automation (e.g. [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]).
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To date, there are several power outlets (e.g. smart sockets [17]) that allow controlling different household appliances through any Internet-equipped device. That means, it is possible to turn on/off an appliance from laptop/smartphone while avoiding using them in those scenarios where energy demand is more than generation.

C. Occupants Presence Sensing Approaches:

For understanding occupants’ daily activities or switching on/off any appliances at office/home, it is increasingly important to detect presence of occupants at a particular location. In some cases, it might be required to identify an occupant before making any decision. To date, many research efforts have been made to detect, count and identify occupants. Each of the approaches comes with merits and demerits. For example, authors in [38] claim that their proposed solution based on vision-based system can achieve 93% and 83% of accuracy level inside office and corridor, respectively. However, this solution is likely to invade privacy of occupants. Authors in [36], [37] provide very detailed discussion about different kinds of approaches used for detecting occupants’ presence along with strength and weakness of those approaches.

D. Reducing Big Data Analysis Traffic Volume:

For big data analysis, one of the major challenges is to handle huge amount of data obtained from different sensors/IoTs and data sources [3]. Plausibly, smart meters are the main sources of data in a smart grid. To provide consumption behavior of a power system, a smart meter sends periodically energy consumption (kWh) value. Author in [34] argues that time driven metering scheme leads to not only increase data traffic load for communication network but also add big data processing load. Therefore, in [34], author came up with a novel event-driven electricity metering approach. Experimental results presented by author show that this event-driven electricity metering approach can reduce data volume by around 90%.

III. PROPOSED WEB-BASED ENERGY CLOUD PLATFORM FRAMEWORK

Framework presented in Fig. 3 is an extension of our earlier developed ThingsGate platform [18]. The ThingsGate platform, which is equipped with two wireless interfaces (Zigbee and WiFi), mainly allows IoT management and execution on WiFi AP to provide context aware service at the edge. Figure 2 shows ThingsGate test-bed developed in our laboratory. The test-bed presented in Fig. 2 was facilitated for the purpose of
controlling consumer appliances remotely through Internet (a fan and three table lamps are considered in the test-bed setup as shown in this figure). The following paragraphs present the key features of the proposed web based energy cloud platform framework for campus smart grid.

Figure 3 presents architectural concept of web based energy cloud platform. The proposed energy cloud platform consists of demand forecast and data storage server as well as a lot of IoT/sensor devices which are installed at the edge (class room, dormitory and experiment laboratory). The energy generation and consumption data are collected from different IoT/sensor devices. Based on intelligent filtering mechanism, which can be dynamically modified based on requirement at a given time, only the useful information that would be useful to indicate future consumption behavior or understand any context information are forwarded to the big data analysis and forecast server as shown in Fig. 3.

In a campus, there would be class rooms, experiment laboratories, offices and dormitories. We (authors) believe that there is no use of analyzing all the data from all the areas in a campus for forecasting future energy demand. To the best of our knowledge, in many areas inside a campus energy consumption is very deterministic and can be easily quantified. For example, a classroom energy consumption mainly relies on number of classes take place per-day, number of students at each of the classes, duration of classes, weather parameters, and desired classroom temperature. Therefore, our proposed platform framework puts effort to categorize power consumption behavior into mainly three categories as shown in Fig. 4. These categories are: (i) static consumption (e.g. common places lighting), (ii) periodic consumption, and (iii) fluctuating consumption, which are mainly due to unexpected stimulus.

Most of the existing solutions consider fixed appliances while they measure future electricity demand. However, as the number of Electric Vehicles (EVs) are increasing, we must take into account load arrival rate (e.g. EVs, laptops) while forecasting future energy demand in a campus environment. Similar EV load arrival consideration can be found in [27], [28]. It needs to be noted that if there are many EVs arrivals throughout a day, their electricity demand could significantly affect the overall electricity demand of a campus. Therefore, we must take into account student load arrival rate at campus’s charging station and forecast load as considered earlier in [27], [28]. Our service scenario can be applied to a single home, apartment, shopping malls, or hospitals.

In a campus, usually, there would be several WiFi APs. When a handheld device user moves into a new place, usually they get connected with the AP which provides the most powerful signal compared to all other neighboring APs [31]. Using this simple tracking approach, our system model will be able to track a handheld device user's mobility behavior (e.g. current location of a student in campus) and number of available occupants in a particular place at a given time [35] (authors in [35] propose different novel solutions to track occupants’ presence using existing network infrastructure). Additionally, other existing occupants detection approaches (e.g. video sensing, pressure mat, CO2 sensors [37]) can be employed along with the existing communication network infrastructure based approach proposed in [35] to improve tracking accuracy level.

Our proposed framework takes into consideration presence of occupants while controlling any appliance remotely (e.g. turning off any appliance (fan, air conditioner, TV, computer monitor) when there no one available in a dormitory room) and deciding on future energy demand. Standby power consumption of some of the appliances is not negligible [8], [10]. Therefore, whenever situation allows, proposed energy cloud platform should signal to turn off power hungry standby appliances which are less likely to be used within a while.
Furthermore, for forecasting future energy demand, proposed platform need to take into account weather information, and different direct and indirect indicators (e.g. class routines, number of students at each class) as considered in [33].

Our energy cloud platform would be able to collect different kind of data from edge through different interfaces (Z-wave, WiFi etc.); so that, human level intelligence can be introduced after transforming raw data into information. In addition, after analyzing energy consumption behavior, results can be displayed at a web-based user screen. Furthermore, this platform might expect users intervention before making any decision in any exceptional case (when decision cannot be made by the web based energy cloud system).

In our platform, device APIs will be provided for energy metering instance along with add-on functions (e.g. new rule generation, analysis to any statistics). Finally, it should be mentioned here that developing an accurate demand forecast model is one of the key challenging issues in smart grid research area. An efficient model can contribute a great deal of reducing both capital expenditure and operational expenditure of a grid. For instance, if energy demand forecast accuracy is high, reasonably, it would not be required to install large Energy Storage System (ESS), which is still considered as an expensive solution for improving electricity supply reliability in grids. The impacts of this proposed framework are several folds:

• Forecasting future (short-term and long-term) energy demand in campus with good accuracy level.
• Minimize wastage of energy at edge (e.g. homes and offices) by turning off appliances that do not have any uses at any particular time.
• Turn off any power hungry appliance (e.g. washing machines, dryer) when demand exceeds generation (i.e. demand shifting).
• If we have control over different consumer appliances of edge, we can implement any protocol when power outage or any natural disaster takes place.
• Proposed platform also aims at ensuring occupants’ desired comfort level, while reducing energy consumption in campus.
• Reduction of big data processing and storage load by introducing rule based novel data filtering approach.

IV. TECHNICAL ISSUES OF ENERGY CLOUD PLATFORM

Ensuring end-to-end QoS, reliability and security in energy cloud platform should be considered as the most important research issues. However, QoS and reliability are the main focuses in our research. In the following paragraphs, we discuss few technical aspects of access networks that should be taken into consideration in smart grid communication network study and big data processing load minimization.

Smart meters and different kind of sensors need to upload huge amount of data to cloud data centers periodically. In addition, from control center (e.g. utility companies) different smart grid electronic components and appliances used at edge might receive different control signals time to time. Therefore, network operators need to take into consideration future smart grid traffic load while planning their network deployment. In a smart grid communication network, different traffics are generated from different sources (e.g. smart meters, sensors) and they travel through existing communication networks (from the access segment to core backbone). These traffics need to be provided different level of QoS [26], [19]. Some of the messages need to reach within very short time to the decision center (control center); so that, reliability can be ensured. Authors in [26] provide detailed discussion on the QoS requirement of different types of smart grid traffic including synchrophasor traffic, and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) traffic.

Traffic from different sources in a smart grid might travel through different kind of networks having different priority classes. For example, WiMaX, WiFi, and Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON) have priority levels 5, 8, and 8, respectively [25]. Therefore, it would be interesting to find how these smart grid traffic behaves when they are forwarded through different networks (e.g. home to WiMaX, then PON).

There has been significant research effort to minimize energy consumption in communication network due to the rise of energy costs [23]. Research finding shows that access network is responsible of consuming 70% of total energy consumption of telecom network, whereas it is underutilized most of the time (utilization is only 15%) [24]. The common approach for improving energy saving in a network equipment is sleep mode (this approach is widely used in many access network equipment; for example, Optical Network Units (ONUs), Base Stations (BSs)). Under this approach, when an access network equipment (e.g. ONU) moves into sleep state turning of transceivers, traffic forwarding is no longer possible. Authors in [23] explain how sleep mode can impose additional delay in a TDM-PON, which is a very widely used access network technology. Therefore, an access network equipment should take into account QoS constrains of traffic generated from different sources in a smart grid along with other traffic (e.g. voice, video, file) while managing sleep mode for maximizing its energy efficiency.

Big data processing load needs to be minimized. Otherwise, it would be devastating if we cannot figure out any critical indication within very short time to avoid any unexpected situation (e.g. blackout, accidents). It would be wise to reduce the amount of traffic from the places where traffics are originated (i.e. sensors installed in offices/classrooms, smart meters). For example, proposed event-driven electricity metering approach in [34] could significantly contribute on reducing smart meters’ traffic. As it is mentioned in [3] that many IT organizations are currently putting effort to introduce new techniques for filtering data on the fly. This would reduce big data processing load, minimize energy consumption at different network nodes (e.g. ONUs, BSs) and readily improve QoS performance of smart grid traffic. The reasons behind improvement of QoS performance of smart grid traffic when data reduction is possible (using data filtering or compression mechanism) are: (i) as amount of traffic reduces, bandwidth saturation is likely to be occurred less frequently causing less congestion at different network nodes, and (ii) less number of collision will take place while smart meters’ and sensors’ data are uploaded through wireless network to cloud data centers [39].
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a web based energy cloud platform framework for analyzing energy consumption behavior in a campus, forecasting future (short-term and long-term) energy demand and controlling remotely appliances which are left on/standby unnecessary. Here, we have explained several technical issues for actualizing our objectives. Currently, we are in the development phase of the proposed framework presented in this paper based on our previously developed ThingsGate platform [18]. In future work, we will present some experimental and analytical results to demonstrate how the proposed platform framework performs in a campus energy grid.
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